ANN Based Reduced Switch Multilevel Inverter in UPQC for Power Quality Improvement
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Abstract: A unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) plays a crucial role in the Power quality improvement of a power system. In this paper, a reduced switch multilevel inverter is with artificial neural network, soft computing technique control is proposed for UPQC. This proposed topology is employed for the mitigation of various power quality issues such as voltage sag, voltage swell, power factor, harmonics, and restoration time of voltage compensation. To show the enriched performance of the proposed topology comparative analysis is made with other two topologies of UPQC such as Conventional UPQC and UPQC using cascaded H bridge (CHB) five-level Inverter. All configurations are analysed using Matlab with variable nonlinear loads to analyse the performance during the conditions mentioned above.
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1 Introduction

In recent days, consumers and electric utilities like drives, power converters are concentrating on electric power quality $^{[1,2]}$. Power quality is a significant issue in a distribution network. It is characterized as a nature of power; i.e., it is an idea that is utilized to depict the purity of the transferred energy. In the distribution generation, nonlinear and unbalanced loads develop an abundance of power quality (PQ) problems in the power distribution system $^{[3]}$. The significance of the power quality issues in the distribution system is the uncharacteristic behaviour of end equipment’s, upsurge of loss, reduced efficacy, electromagnetic nosiness with the neighbouring, and abbreviate the lifetime of the organization $^{[4,5]}$. Subsequently, that to overcome these PQ (power quality) issues modern power systems implement some compensation devices like dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) $^{[6]}$, distribution static synchronous compensator (D-STATCOM) $^{[7]}$, unified power flow controller (UPFC) $^{[8]}$ and unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) $^{[9]}$. Yahiya et al. discussed the power quality enhancement with the aid of various methods, which reveals the enriched performance of UPQC $^{[10]}$. A complete literature survey on the unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) to enrich the quality of electric power at distribution stages $^{[11]}$. Nagarajan et al. made a detailed survey on various power quality problems and various types of
flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) devices with recent technology. The elaborated survey explains the compensation property of UPQC for all power quality issues [12]. UPQC using artificial intelligent fuzzy logic controller (FLC) was analyzed and validated its improved performance with the comparison of conventional proportional integral controller (PIC).

Most of the described configurations of UPQC in the literature are established with traditional two-level inverter [13]. Still, it has a drawback augmented switching losses and harmonic content henceforth as an alternate, Multilevel inverter (MLI) configuration is applied in recent days. The MLI configurations utilized for the expansion of UPQCs is neutral point diode clamped (NPC) and cascaded H bridge MLI [14–16]. Dhote et al. investigated the use of five-level neutral point clamped UPQC in a distribution system to diminish PQ issues. Comparative analysis of NPC-UPQC over conventional UPQC, under various balanced three phase non-linear loading conditions for three phase distribution system, validates the PQ improvement by MLI in UPQC [17]. The survey observed that multilevel inverter with improved control techniques results in improved quality power.

Furthermore, generally utilized topologies of a multilevel inverter are diode clamped configuration, flying capacitor type configuration and cascaded configuration [18,19]. In cascaded configuration, the number of switching devices gets increased [20]. In flying capacitor configuration, diverse stages are created in the output voltage by addition or subtraction of the capacitor voltages. Numerous methodologies have been made to defeat these detriments, among that lessening in the number of switches in MLI results in the minimum number of devices and simple switching [21–23]. In this article, reduced switch multilevel inverter-based UPQC with ANN control technique is proposed for analysis. ANN processes data in parallel, so it is faster than traditional systems and intelligent system that process data sequentially. Hence, in this analysis ANN is proposed for fast response, which is mandatory for harmonic mitigation. Performance of the proposed system is compared with the conventional and CHB five-level Inverter based UPQC.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will explain the operation of UPQC. The Conventional Inverter-based UPQC, CHB five-level Inverter-based UPQC, and the proposed systems are explained in Section 3. Section 4 gives the simulation results and its comparison followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

The Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of UPQC which is made with couple of voltage source Inverter based active filters linked back-to-back by a common dc link. The inverter associated in shunt amid the load performs like a shunt active power filter (SAPF) remunerates load current harmonics while sustaining up the dc interface voltage consistent. Another inverter is associated in series to the network and keeps up the load voltage steady. Consequently, UPQC is equipped for enriching the power quality at the PCC in the power framework. Therefore, it is one of the good solutions for the electrical utility that is sensitive to voltage harmonics.

2 Inverter and Control Circuits of UPQC

The UPQC control unit is split by two-segment as series and shunt filter control [24]. The controllers are made by synchronous reference frame theory-based control and feedback control theory. The comparison between conventional UPQC, Five level CHB Inverter based UPQC and reduced switch multilevel inverter based UPQC with ANN-based control technique for the series part is explained in the following sections.

2.1 System A: Traditional Inverter Based UPQC

The circuit has been implemented with two voltage source inverters. One converter will act as the series inverter and the other will act as a parallel inverter in this case both the Inverters are controlled by hysteresis controller and PI controller has been used for maintaining the DC link voltage.
2.1.1 Controller for Shunt Filter of UPQC

Fig. 2 shows the shunt part control circuit of UPQC. It is set up by utilizing feedback control methods, in which three-phase current reference is appraised by means of estimated input current. Foremost, the input current is transformed to dq0 frame by park transformation using phase locked loop (PLL). For synchronization of the control circuit with the system voltage, the PLL is employed. The dq0 form of source current, the segment of quadrature current designates the quantity of reactive power mandatory, consequently, it has to make as nil, and therefore it is straightforwardly set as reference. The direct axis segment of input current has both fundamental components and harmonic term. The harmonic element must be removed from the input current, and it is done by means of a high pass filter. In addition, shunt path is accountable for sustaining DC link voltage at its anticipated value which is accomplished by means of a PI controller. It is deducted from the direct axis. The quantities in d-q are transformed to the a-b-c frame by inverse park transformation. To diminish the reactive segment and harmonic segment, the processed Isabc is multiplied with a gain of K, which acts as a reference signal (Isabc*) for the switching scheme [25].

2.1.2 Controller for the Series Filter of UPQC

In series filter circuit, segregated phases are employed. Then this segregation results in zero-sequences or load voltage unbalances. Consequently, the control circuit is also mandatory to lessen unbalance in voltage. Fig. 3 displays the control circuit of modified SRF for the series part of UPQC. In this circuit, an
extra error amplifier is employed to lessen the load voltage unbalances. Load and source voltage are act as inputs to the control block. Park transformation is applied in both source and load voltages to convert into a dq0 frame. The d-q segments of the load and source voltage are in contrast with the reference and processed by the PI controller to amplify the error. In this altered controller further PI controller is employed for diminish the load voltage unbalances; the PI controller input is an error amid the zero sequence segment of load voltage with its reference. All PI controller outputs are passed via the reverse park transformation block for producing the three-phase reference voltage ($V_{abc}^*$) and it is given as PWM for generating the desired gate pulse.

![Controller for a series filter of UPQC](image)

**Figure 3:** Controller for a series filter of UPQC

### 2.2 System B: Cascaded Five Level Inverter Based UPQC

The UPQC is made by utilizing two cascaded H-bridge inverters to achieve five-level output. Source for two inverters is attained with the help of two capacitors in a DC link. An entire control system is similar to conventional PI-based UPQC with a two-level inverter, excluding inverter switching. Instead of hysteresis current controller in this topology pulse width modulation is employed to switch the inverter. The Simulation model of the cascaded H bridge in a UPQC is shown in **Fig. 4**.

In **Fig. 4**, $Vc1$ and $Vc2$ are the voltage across two capacitors connected in the DC link. S1-S8 are the switching pulses from the PWM circuit. It is an inverter circuit for a single-phase. Similarly, inverter circuits are connected with other phases to develop three-phase compensation signals.

### 2.3 System C: Modified Reduced Switch Multilevel Based UPQC with ANN Controller

In cascaded H-Bridge inverter topology, the quantity of switches required is more. In this analysis modified reduced switch topology of an inverter is proposed in UPQC along with ANN control Technique for series Inverter. Modified diminished switch MLI method has two switches for level selection and a normal H-Bridge for polarity selection. **Fig. 5** depicts the proposed reduced switch multilevel inverter. In **Fig. 5**, S1 and S2 are the switches applied for source/level selection while other switches are employed for polarity selection.
The switching logic of the proposed inverter to attain five-level output is as follows.

- Switches S1, N1, and N2 are turned ON to attain +Vc1.
- Switches S2, N1, and N2 are turned ON to acquire +(Vc1 + Vc2).
- Switches S1, N3, and N4 are turned ON to acquire −Vc1.
- Switches S2, N3, and N4 are turned ON to acquire −(Vc1 + Vc2).

**Figure 4:** Simulation model of cascaded H bridge

**Figure 5:** Reduced switch multilevel inverter
From Fig. 5, it is noted that the proposed configuration minimizes two switches for five-level output, consequently, the three-phase proposed MLI minimizes six switches. Decrease in the quantity of switches not just reduces the cost and size of the circuit for switches, along it minimizes driver circuits, isolation circuits, and protection circuits for six switching devices. Hence the proposed inverter minimizes the cost and size of the circuit by improving power quality.

To attain improved power quality, in this topology Artificial neural network controller is proposed instead of a PI controller, to produce reference voltage for PWM control in series control.

### 2.4 Artificial Neural Network Controller

The employment of the feed-forward neural network is made to produce reference load voltage of \( V_d^* \), \( V_q^* \) in series control. The ANN is trained with the help back propagation algorithm of the mean square error (MSE) amongst the output and desired value. When the MSE performance function is used, Levenberg-Marquardt is a training approach that yields faster convergence [26,27]. Therefore, in this analysis, the Levenberg-Marquardt method is employed to train the network, which trains the network with minimum time. The network training set is produced offline with the help of data attained from the PI controller-based system. In this research to train ANN, 11, 65, 594 samples are taken to get the accurate output. A three-layer neural network is framed with the input, hidden and output layer, as depicted in Fig. 6.

![Structure of neural network](image)

**Figure 6:** Structure of neural network

The hidden layer is designed with ten neurons to achieve minimum processing time. ANN employed in UPQC system converges training with MSE of \( 3.3 \times 10^{-8} \) in 3.35 s with 137 epochs. This trained ANN is proposed in UPQC to improve power quality in the distribution system.

### 3 Simulation Results and Analysis

Various topologies of UPQC using PI and ANN controller are developed and using MATLAB/2018a. Performance of each configuration is analysed under sag and swell conditions in the aspects of voltage compensation, restoration time for compensation, Total harmonic distortion, and Power factor. Performance of power system without UPQC under swell and sag condition are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

From Figs. 7 and 8, it is noted that 26 V is dropped during sag condition, while 9.5 V is raised during the swell condition. THD under sag and swell of the system without UPQC, are 13.8% and 13.41% respectively. In this paper, power quality improvement using various topologies under sag condition is presented in the form of figures and tables, while power quality improvement under swell condition is presented in tables.

Performance of UPQC with conventional inverter is shown in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9, it is noted that voltage drop during sag is 4 V, 22 V is compensated during sag condition with help of UPQC. Harmonic distortion in voltage during sag condition is reduced to 4.41%. THD is controlled within the IEEE standard with the aid of UPQC.
**Figure 7:** Performance of power system without UPQC under swell (a) load current (b) uncompensated source voltage (V) (c) THD

**Figure 8:** Performance of power system without UPQC under sag (a) load current (b) uncompensated source voltage (V) (c) THD
Performance of UPQC with cascaded H bridge five level-inverter is shown in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10, it is noted that 3.5 V is dropped during sag condition; THD is reduced to 1.35%, which is very less compared to a conventional system. Restoration time of voltage sag is 0.06 s by UPQC using CHB 5 level Inverter. The power factor by this system is improved to 0.94, while it is 0.935 by conventional UPQC. Performance of UPQC with Modified Reduced Switch MLI is shown in Fig. 11.

From Fig. 11, it is noted that 2.6 V is dropped during sag condition THD is reduced to 0.85%, which is very less compared to a conventional system. Restoration time under sag by the proposed system is 0.03 s, which is also very less compared to other topologies. The power factor of the system is 0.941 with the aid of this UPQC.
Performance of all analysed UPQC strategies in the aspect of voltage regulation is presented in Tab. 1. From Tab. 1, it is clear that during swell condition voltage rise is 9.5 V without UPQC, which is controlled to 2.3, 1.5, and 1 V by UPQC, five-level UPQC, and proposed configuration respectively. The restoration time of the proposed topology is 0.03 s which is very less compared to the other two configurations. Tab. 2 shows the performance of all analysed UPQC strategies in the aspect of THD and power factor.

**Figure 10:** Performance of power system with cascaded H bridge 5 level inverter based UPQC under sag (a) compensated source voltage (b) compensating voltage (c) compensated load voltage (d) power factor (e) THD

Performance of all analysed UPQC strategies in the aspect of voltage regulation is presented in Tab. 1. From Tab. 1, it is clear that during swell condition voltage rise is 9.5 V without UPQC, which is controlled to 2.3, 1.5, and 1 V by UPQC, five-level UPQC, and proposed configuration respectively. The restoration time of the proposed topology is 0.03 s which is very less compared to the other two configurations. Tab. 2 shows the performance of all analysed UPQC strategies in the aspect of THD and power factor.
Figure 11: Performance of power system with modified reduced switch inverter based UPQC under sag (a) compensated source voltage (b) compensating voltage (c) compensated load voltage (d) power factor (e) THD

Table 1: Performance of all analysed UPQC strategies in the aspect of voltage regulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuits</th>
<th>Sag</th>
<th>Swell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voltage drop (V)</td>
<td>Restoration time (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without UPQC</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional inverter based UPQC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascaded H Bridge five level Inverter based UPQC</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified reduced switch-MLI based UPQC</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Tab. 2, it is revealed that during swell condition THD is 13.41% without UPQC, which is controlled to 4.18%, 1.27%, and 0.75% by UPQC, five-level UPQC, and proposed configuration respectively. From Tabs. 1 and 2, it is noted that all topologies offered improved power factor compared to uncontrolled system. It is observed that under both sag and swell conditions voltage fluctuation, restoration time, and THD are reduced by cascaded MLI and ANN-based proposed approach compared to conventional UPQC.

4 Result

From the analysis it is observed proposed configuration results improved power factor compared to all other configurations, under both sag and swell conditions. Voltage fluctuation by proposed configuration during sag, is reduced around 35% compared to conventional UPQC, while it is reduced around 57% under swell condition. Under sag condition, 80.72% of THD is reduced by proposed reduced switch MLI based UPQC compared to conventional UPQC, while reduction in THD under swell condition is 82.06%. Restoration time under both sag and swell conditions are reduced around 63% with the help of proposed UPQC method compared to conventional UPQC. Hence the analysis validates that, the proposed system offers improved performance compared to all other topologies under both sag and swell conditions in various power quality parameters such as power factor, voltage quality and harmonic mitigation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, various topologies of UPQC using PI and ANN controllers are analysed for power quality enhancement in the distribution network. The three topologies are conventional UPQC, UPQC using cascaded H bridge five level inverter, and UPQC using modified reduced switch multilevel inverter with ANN control. Conventional UPQC and UPQC using cascaded H bridge inverter are controlled using a PI controller. All configurations are analysed under variable nonlinear load, which creates sag/swell. The power quality performance of each configuration is analysed under sag and swell conditions in the aspects of voltage compensation, restoration time for compensation, total harmonic distortion, and power factor. Compared to the uncompensated system, conventional UPQC reduces voltage fluctuation and power factor effectively, while THD is reduced to 4.41%. UPQC using cascaded H bridge Inverter offers improved performance of THD along with the voltage quality, but oscillation in power factor at the time of starting has to be reduced. Proposed topology offered to improve voltage compensation with minimum restoration time. THD of the proposed configuration is less than 1%, which is very less compared to other topologies. Under sag condition, 80.72% of THD is reduced by proposed reduced switch MLI based UPQC compared to conventional UPQC, while reduction in THD by cascaded H bridge five level inverter based UPQC is 69.4%. Similarly, under swell condition, THD reduction by cascaded H bridge and proposed configuration are 69.6% and 82.06% compared to conventional UPQC. This analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuits</th>
<th>THD (%)</th>
<th>PF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sag</td>
<td>Swell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without UPQC</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>13.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional inverter based UPQC</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascaded H Bridge five level Inverter based UPQC</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified reduced switch-MLI based UPQC</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
validates that under both sag and swell conditions, proposed configuration offered reduced THD compared to all other methods. Meantime the power factor by the proposed system is high without any oscillation reveals the enriched performance of ANN. Hence it is validated from the analysis that the proposed system offers enhanced performance in all aspects with reduced switches. In future, this analysis may extend with various forms of MLI with minimum switches for UPQC.
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